
MANIFEST DESTINY IN THE MID 19TH CENTURY ESSAY

Insight about the Mexican War and the Manifest Destiny Essay . Much like during the nineteenth century, the idea of
manifest destiny came into play again, but.

Without an agreed upon interpretation, much less an elaborated political philosophy, these conflicting views of
America's destiny were never resolved. Individually, the components created separate reasons to conquer new
land. We are anxious to force free government on all; and I see that it has been urged In , O'Sullivan predicted
that California would follow this pattern next, and that Canada would eventually request annexation as well. It
was an instance of a republic following the bad example of European monarchies, in not considering justice in
their desire to acquire additional territory. Like the All Oregon movement, the All Mexico movement quickly
abated. The phrase was created by the U. Polk moved to occupy a portion of Texas that had declared
independence from Mexico in , but was still claimed by Mexico. In the eyes of the Americans, it meant that it
was God's will that Americans expand their territory from coast to coast. Manifest Destiny was the belief that
the United States was destined to expand from the Atlantic seaboard to the Pacific Ocean; it has also been used
to advocate for or justify other territorial acquisitions Both of these concepts allow people to feel hope about
the future, which at the end of the day is all someone wants to feel With only four more days of his
presidency, on March 1, , President John Tyler signed the Texas annexation bill. O'Sullivan's first usage of the
phrase "manifest destiny" attracted little attention. My belief is that Manifest destiny was a necessary evil.
They also believed that America was destined to be a great nation and by moving west, they could share their
unique form of government, and the freedom it represented James K. The Democratic Party's national
platform included a plank that specifically endorsed William Walker's filibustering in Nicaragua. We take for
granted the size and span of our country, when for a good part of the 19th century, we shared the land mass
with Spanish Mexico. Manifest destiny and westward expansion was a tremendous key component to the
growth of the nation economically because of the impact it had on native americans, women empowerment,
and expanding the population of the country. My belief is that Manifest destiny was a necessary evil. They
explained the American policy toward acquisition of Indian lands: The United States, while intending never to
acquire lands from the Indians otherwise than peaceably, and with their free consent, are fully determined, in
that manner, progressively, and in proportion as their growing population may require, to reclaim from the
state of nature, and to bring into cultivation every portion of the territory contained within their acknowledged
boundaries. As we know, this eventually happened, but it took a lot of time, money, blood, and effort in order
to achieve this divine goal. Whether a tribe actually had a decision-making structure capable of making a
treaty was a controversial issue. They rejected the British plan to set up an Indian state in U. Theodore
Roosevelt, John Cabot Lodge, and John Hay, each in turn, endorsed with a strong sense of certainty the view
that the Anglo-Saxon [Americans] was destined to rule the world. For the common happiness of them all, for
their peace and prosperity, I believe it is indispensable that they should be associated in one federal Union.
Less than a century after breaking from the British Empire , the United States had gone far in creating its own
empire by extending sovereignty across the continent to the Pacific, to the 49th parallel on the Canadian
border, and to the Rio Grande in the south. S success was also attributed to it. But if there is a positive side,
that means there has to be a negative side. In the eyes of the Americans, it meant that it was God's will that
Americans expand their territory from coast to coast Sullivan in the summer issue of the Democratic Review.
It was an altruistic way to extend American liberty to new realms. They had wanted to see the span of the
United States from the Atlantic Ocean to the pacific. The western horizon would always beckon, and
Americans would always follow. What is often up for debate is how much of life is predetermined and how
much is capable of being changed by free will. Originally a political catchphrase of the nineteenth-century,
Manifest Destiny eventually became a standard historical term, often used as a synonym for the territorial
expansion of the United States across North America towards the Pacific Ocean. O'Sullivan was an influential
advocate for Jacksonian democracy and a complex character, described by Julian Hawthorne as "always full of
grand and world-embracing schemes".


